The architecture of the mammalian brain has been characterized through decades of innovation in the 13 field of network neuroscience. However, the assembly of the brain from progenitor cells is an immensely 14 complex process, and a quantitative understanding of how neural progenitor cells (NPCs) form neural 15 networks has proven elusive. Here, we introduce a method that integrates graph-theory with long-term 16 imaging of differentiating human NPCs to characterize the evolution of spatial and functional network 17 features in NPCs during the formation of neural networks in vitro. We find that the rise and fall in spatial 18 network efficiency is a characteristic feature of the transition from immature NPC networks to mature 19 neural networks. Furthermore, networks at intermediate stages of differentiation that display high spatial 20 network efficiency also show high levels of network-wide spontaneous electrical activity. These results 21 support the view that network-wide signaling in immature progenitor cells gives way to a hierarchical 22 form of communication in mature neural networks. We also leverage graph theory to study the spatial 23 features of individual cell types in developing cultures, uncovering spatial features of polarized 24 neuroepithelium. Finally, we employ our method to uncover aberrant network features in a 25 neurodevelopmental disorder using induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) models. The "Living Neural 26 Networks" method bridges the gap between developmental neurobiology and network neuroscience, and 27 offers insight into the relationship between developing and mature neural networks. 28 29 42 the fundamental architectural features of neural networks, no models have been available to study the 43 development of human neural networks from progenitor cells in a quantitative manner, nor have there 44 been tools to characterize the spatial and functional dynamics of network formation at the cellular level. 45 46 Cell-cell communication among neural progenitor cells (NPCs) is an essential aspect of human nervous 47 65 features of cortical neurogenesis 19,20 . In addition, iPSC models have been used to study aberrant 66 development in several neurodevelopmental disorders 21,22 . The ubiquity of stem cell differentiation 67 protocols provides a unique opportunity to study the self-assembly of neural networks in a dish.
INTRODUCTION 30
The study of complex, multiscale brain networks using concepts from graph theory and network science 31 -an approach collectively termed network neuroscience -has enabled significant insight into the 32 structural and functional organization of the brain 1,2 . Micro-connectomics -the study of organizational 33 principles of neuronal networks at the cellular scale 3,4 , is an important subset of complex brain networks 34 that has yielded insight into architectural features of the nervous system at the level of their basic building 35 blocks. A number of studies have applied graph-theoretic approaches to study the functional and 36 anatomical connectivity of in vitro neuronal cultures formed from dissociated cells 5-7 . These studies have 37 shown, for instance, that in vitro neuronal networks self-assemble in a small-world topology with high 38 clustering and low path length. Micro-connectomic analyses of slice cultures 8, 9 , and more recently, large-39 scale network reconstructions 10 
RESULTS 82
Functional characterization and spatial network representation of differentiating NPC cultures.
83
In the first part of this study, we used primary hNP1 neural progenitor cells derived from H9 human 84 embryonic stem cells. These cells were maintained as undifferentiated, mitotic progenitor cells in the Inset shows six soma, of which two pairs (1, 2) and (4, 5) are connected by proximity edges; the intercellular distance for these two pairs are smaller than their average diameter multiplied by a scaling factor S = 2; Soma 3 and 6 are isolated nodes since they are not sufficiently close to any other soma. All microscope images are displayed with enhanced contrast for easy visualization. showed that cells at all developmental stages exhibited equivalent levels of outward currents, but showed 95 increasing magnitudes of inward currents (Figure 2c, d) . Inward currents are typically driven by voltage-96 gated sodium channels and their presence indicates a more mature neuronal phenotype. Furthermore, 97 weak action potentials could be elicited from cells showing inward currents at later time points (3/11 cells 98 at day 14) through current injection (Figure 2e) . These experiments demonstrated that Nestin-positive 99 hNP1 cells matured over 14 days to MAP2-positive neurons, with neuronal fate commitment likely 100 occurring between days 4-8, as indicated by the appearance of functional neuronal phenotypes in that 101 time period.
103
In order to uncover topological changes in differentiating hNP1 cells, we combined long-term imaging of 104 differentiating cultures with a graph-based approach for quantifying cell community structure.
105
Differentiating cultures were imaged at days 0, 3, 6, 9, 12 and 14 after withdrawal of bFGF. An additional 
111
We built network representations of spatial topology by denoting cell soma as nodes and using spatial 112 proximity between soma to assign edges (Figure 2j, k) 
117
Structure and information flow in NPC spatial graphs
118
In order to describe the structure and topology of hNP1 spatial graphs, we evaluated 17 metrics derived 119 from graph theory that were computed and normalized appropriately to account for network size (Table   120 1) 24 . The network metrics provide information on various aspects of the graph structure such as 121 information flow, connectivity and abundance of motifs (repeating patterns of cell arrangements).
122
Through analyses of the covariance matrix of 17 metrics via hierarchical clustering, we were able to 123 identify several strong positive correlations among degree-related metrics including average degree, 124 average neighbor degree and degree variances (Figure 3a) . We also identified negative metric correlations 125 including those between network efficiency and number of connected components, as well as between 126 clustering coefficient and all degree-related metrics. In the following section, we focus on metrics that (Table 1) . When applied to hNP1 networks, these metrics describe the efficiency of 132 information exchange at the network-wide and local neighborhood levels through cell soma proximity 133 (compared to random graphs obtained through degree-preserving rewiring) (Supplementary Figure 3) . In 134 this context, information exchange could include the flow of ions through gap junctions or the diffusion 135 of chemical signals from cell to cell. Evaluation of these metrics in hNP1 networks sampled across 30 136 different spatial locations from two biologically independent experiments showed that network efficiency 137 increased from day 0 to day 6 and then decreased from day 6 to 14, while clustering coefficient rose 138 constantly from day 0 to 14 (Figure 3b,c) . Thus, there appears to be a transition from topologies favoring 139 global information flow to those favoring a hierarchical form of communication, occurring between day 6 140 and 14 of differentiation. 
Rich-Club Metric Average AvgeRichClubMetric
Measure of the tendency of nodes with high number of links to be well connected among each other 26 ; Computed for threshold degrees between 1 and (n-1)
Average Rich-Club Metric of 100 random graphs generated through degree-preserving rewiring,
Assortativity
Assortativity Pearson correlation coefficient of degrees between pairs of linked nodes 27 .
-

Figure 3. Spatial network efficiency is highest at intermediate stages of differentiation. (a)
Correlation heatmap of all metrics obtained by hierarchical clustering of the covariance matrix. Clustering was performed using average linkage and Pearson correlation as the distance metric (shown in legend). Rows and columns are labeled with shorthand for metrics (Table 1) = 25 th percentile, = median, = 75 th percentile, data points for each box plot. * p < 0.00029 from Wilcoxon signed rank test (significance threshold adjusted using Bonferroni correction for 17 statistical tests to 0.005/17 = 0.00029)
The metric correlation heatmap showed a strong negative correlation between network efficiency and 148 number of connected components in the graph (Figure 3a) . The number of connected components is a 149 count of the number of disconnected sub-graphs in the main network and is a measure of the connectivity 150 of the graph -a graph with a high number of connected components has a low connectivity (Figure 3d ).
151
NPC networks at day 0, 6, and 14 are shown in Figure 3e 
165
We performed calcium imaging using the fluorescent calcium indicator Fluo-4 to record spontaneous 166 activity in differentiating ReNcell VM cultures at days 1, 3 and 5, and employed cross-correlation analysis 167 to infer functional connectivity in the networks (Figure 4a, Supplementary Figure 7) . Analysis of functional 168 networks revealed that cultures at day 3 had significantly more activity than those at days 1 and 5, as 169 measured by the fraction of active cells (Figure 4b, Supplementary Videos 3-6) . Interestingly, the 170 functional network was not restricted to cells with short intercellular distances, with cells in the whole field of view (832μm x 702μm) having highly correlated calcium activity (Figure 4c ). Further, cultures at 172 day 3 displayed waves of calcium activity propagating through many neighboring cells, that were not seen 173 at later time points (Supplementary Video 5). When maintained in proliferation medium, ReNcell VM 174 cultures continued to divide and did not differentiate into neurons (Supplementary Figure 6b) Active cells are defined as cells whose normalized fluorescence traces have three or more calcium transients; *p < 0.005 from twosample t-test. (c) Plot of correlation versus intercellular distance for day 3 network shown in (a). Correlation threshold generated from shuffled dataset is shown as a red line.
(d)
Spatial networks overlaid on immunofluorescence images of nuclei stained with Hoescht dye; scaling factor = 3. The nucleus images correspond to the images shown in (a). (e) Network efficiency of spatial networks peaks at day 3. Number of connected components shows the inverse trend. Sample sizes: Day 1 (n=5); Day 3 (n=8); Day 5 (n=5) for all plots. Red notches show mean and standard deviation; *p < 0.00029 from two-sample t-test (significance threshold adjusted using Bonferroni correction for 17 statistical tests to 0.005/17 = 0.00029). All microscope images are displayed with enhanced contrast for easy visualization.
We next built spatial graphs using nucleus images from the same cultures in which calcium imaging was connected components (Figure 4e) 
Clustering Coefficient
Fraction of total possible links among the neighbors of a node that are actually present, averaged across all neighbors
Local Efficiency
Average shortest path length in local neighborhood
Node Closeness Centrality
Sum of reciprocal distances to all other nodes
Node Betweenness Centrality
Number of shortest paths that pass through the node
Single-cell analysis of developing neural networks 189
To identify the spatial and functional roles of different cell types in developing neural networks, we used 190 neural stem cells derived from the NCRM-5 human iPSC line 28 . NCRM-5 NSC cultures differentiated into 191 dense networks of neurons over a period of 28 days (Supplementary Figure 8) . We next performed immunostaining for proliferating cells (Ki67) and new neurons (β(III)-tubulin/Tuj1) at 193 day 3 of differentiation and leveraged the graph theoretic approach to evaluate spatial features of 194 individual cells (Table 2 ). This analysis revealed that Ki67+ proliferating cells had a high degree or number 195 of neighbors compared to Ki67-non-proliferating cells in NCRM-5 cultures (Figure 5a) . Further, Tuj1+ 196 neurons had a high clustering coefficient compared to Tuj1-cells in differentiating NCRM-5 NSCs ( Figure   197 5b-d). Cells with high clustering coefficient are likely to be part of cliques, a common feature of cells at 198 the edge of clusters due to geometric constraints (Figure 5d) . Thus, our results suggest that proliferating 199 cells tend to be close to the center of clusters where they are surrounded by many neighbors, while newly 200 born neurons are found mostly at the edge of clusters.
201
In order to investigate the functional role of individual cells, we performed calcium imaging using Fluo-4 202 on day 3 cultures, followed by immunostaining and co-registration of the immunostain image with the 203 calcium video (Figure 1b, Supplementary Video 8-10) . This analysis revealed that high-spiking cells had a 204 greater proportion of Tuj1-/Ki67-cells and a lower degree than low-spiking cells (Figure 5e,f (Figure 6a-d, Table 1 ). Our analyses both confirmed accelerated neural specification in CWI 4F2 cultures through day 3 and 220 revealed that Tuj1+ neurons in day 3 CWI 4F2 cultures did not have a high clustering coefficient compared 221 to Tuj1-cells, as was the case in NCRM-5 cultures (Figure 6e, f) . This was due to the presence of many 222 more 'lone' neurons with higher neurite extensions in the CWI 4F2 cultures (Figure 6g) 
219
338
Neural stem cells were derived from two human iPSC lines, NCRM-5 and CWI 4F2, following published 339 protocols 22 ( Supplementary Table 3 
406
All parameters used in phase contrast image processing are listed in Supplementary Table 1 .
408
In order to quantify the accuracy of our image processing algorithms, we compared the results with 409 manual tracing of soma. These results showed a close agreement between the numbers of cells detected 410 by our algorithm and by manual tracing at different time points (Supplementary Figure 1) 
445
Creation of spatial graphs. Spatial graphs were created from microscope images using cytoNet, software 446 developed in-house 43 . For each pair of objects (soma/nuclei), a threshold distance for proximity was 447 defined as the average of the two object diameters, multiplied by a scaling factor (S). If the Euclidean 448 distance between the object centroids was lower than the threshold distance computed, then the pair of 449 objects was connected with a "proximity edge" (Figure 2j, k) . We chose a scaling factor of 2 for phase 450 contrast images and 3 for nucleus immunofluorescence images based on similarity in network density for 451 the resulting networks (Supplementary Figure 2) .
452
Due to the high density of NCRM-5 cultures, quantification of global network metrics proved unfeasible Figure 8) . However, qualitatively we observed the prevalence of highly clustered cell 454 bodies at late stages of differentiation. and rich-club metric (Supplementary Figure 4) are limited, due to the implicit limit in the type of 459 connections that are possible in spatial graphs. Keeping this in mind, we focused on analyzing metrics with 460 an intuitive biological interpretation, i.e., information flow and connectivity.
(Supplementary
462
Random graphs were constructed through degree-preserving rewiring, maintaining the degree 463 distribution of the original graph (Supplementary Figure 3) . Each link (edge) belonging to any given node 464 in the original graph was randomly re-assigned to a node that was chosen from all possible nodes with 465 uniform probability. Metrics computed for random graphs were averaged across 100 different realizations 466 of the random graphs. This mode of random graph generation was chosen to eliminate finite-size effects 467 inherent in other models of random graphs such as Erdõs-Rényi random graphs. To ensure robustness of 468 the network metrics, we tested varying fields of view for the images, and confirmed the trends remained 469 consistent (Supplementary Figure 5) .
471
Single-cell analysis. Consolidated multi-parametric datasets were obtained by performing calcium 472 imaging followed by immunocytochemistry (Supplementary Videos 8-10) . Functional data obtained 473 through calcium imaging (e.g., number of spikes) was combined with cell identity information obtained 474 through immunostaining (e.g., Ki67, Tuj1 status), and spatial features extracted using nuclei as described 
